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It was over an Hour later when everyone started heading Home. That was when we all got soaking wet from the driving
Rain that suddenly flared up. Another day with over a dozen stops.

February 11, Dear Suman and Rick, I did not know Marcus and came to know about him only last month
when I was looking for tech guidance to fix something. I came across his blog which was very helpful. I wrote
a reply there. Only later, while browsing, I realised that he is not on earth anymore. His blog was very useful
to me and I just had to write to let you know that he continues to help people around the world. May God give
you strength. Regards, Sharon Pryga October 9, Marcus- I was blessed beyond words to have you as my best
friend for the last 15 years. You were such an amazing person, friend and man of God. I will love you forever,
miss you forever, and you will forever be in my heart. I do not know how Marcus would look like without
smile because I never saw him without one. You are fondly remembered. May your soul rest in peace. He has
been a blessing to anyone he has met and will deeply be missed more than I can convey. Debbie Chastain
September 22, My deepest sympathy to his family, friends and church friends. I am so sorry for this loss.
Marcus was a great guy who gave back to his community every day! I will dearly miss Marcus. Arlene Emery
September 21, My deepest sympathy to Marcus family. It was definitely a shock to hear of Marcus sudden
passing. I knew Marcus since high school. We had art classes together. We reconnected again when he started
working at CSX. It was always great working with him. I enjoyed the stories he shared of the missions he
would go to around the world. It was a blessing to know him. My prayers are with his parents, his close
friends and his church family. He is now in heaven sharing his LOVE. What a wonderful young man you
raised, so caring and loving. Maybe he was just too good for this world. Such a loss for all of us. He was
always so upbeat and friendly. I enjoyed being his admin when he started at CSX. It was like working with my
own son. Remembering you and Richard and prayers are offered for Marcus today and for you as well. You
are in our thoughts and prayers during this most difficult time. The stories of Marcus and what he did will
inspire many in the future. I know how proud you were of him he was an incredible son. September 21, You
are both in our thoughts and prayers. Dief has fond memories of Marcus. He always had the sweetest big smile
on his face and when I would stop by to say hi or ask for guidance he was always so cheerful and willing and
ready to help. I know he touched so many people in a positive way. My thoughts and prayers are with his
friends and family. He will be greatly missed. I will always remember Marcus for his smile and the stories he
told about his travels. Sincerest condolences to the family. What, I can do is recognize how ready you were to
go to heaven, we talked about this many times, if anyone had no fear, it was you. But I do appreciate, and will
remember every moment we shared together, and never forget how you could, and would talk to anyone, and
be their friend. Heaven has gained a true Angel with an amazing joy and peace and love for all! May God
continue to bless you and give you comfort in such a tragic time. Robert Bloom September 19, I was not close
with Marcus, but we worked together from time to time in the field of Child Welfare. Marcus was kind,
passionate, and sincere. I was extremely sad to hear about Marcus passing so suddenly and unexpectedly.
These sorts of things do not make sense, but I do know he will be missed and remembered. Jon Lessig
September 19, My sincerest condolences for your loss. Marcus was a good man with a very big heart. Betty
Gwynne September 19, Sincere condolences on your loss. May God give you peace as he shares love with
Marcus. My prayers are with you both. I enjoyed working with him and he will be dearly missed. Especially
his great big smile. Will be keeping his family and friends in prayer as the days ahead will be hard. He always
had a smile and his face and he always was someone who you could rely on. My thoughts and prayers go out
to his friends and family. H E September 19, I am so very sorry for your loss of Marcus. May you all be
comforted knowing God is close to the broken-hearted, by dear friends and many precious memories. Know
that there are many who care and realize the great job you did raising a wonderful son. Studstill Family Our
deepest prayers, and condolences reach out to all Family and friends. He was always so thoughtful and a truly
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genuine nice young man! My prayers and thoughts are with his family and friends. We worked together at
CSX, and he could always be counted on for his promptness, compassion and calm demeanor even in the most
stressful of situations. He had an award-winning smile for sure. Marcus - Rest In Peace. Heaven must have
needed an angel. He was a wonderful person and I will always remember him fondly cathy smith September
18, marcus, you crammed a lot of living into 37 years.
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When Greg came home from work Sanford brought his new Toy to show him. We talked for a few minutes before
heading out. We talked for a few minutes before heading out. It was only but it was time to have supper so we went to
the Wendy's where we each had a Chicken Wrap from the Value Menu, along with Two Small Chocolate Frosties and
Two.

The users are invited to tweak and refine this book until there is nothing better available. The authors are
confident that this will happen because of the success of the Wikipedia site. By BCE, various Greek
city-states, sharing a language and a culture based on slavery, pioneered novel political cultures. In the Greek
city of Athens, by about BCE, the male citizens who owned land began to elect their leaders. These elections
by the minority of a minority represent the first democracy in the world. Other states in Greece experimented
with other forms of rule, as in the totalitarian state of Sparta. These polities existed side by side, sometimes
warring with each other, at one time combining against an invading army from Persia. Ancient Athens is
known for its literary achievements in drama, history, and personal narrative. The individual city-states did not
usually see themselves as a single entity. The conqueror Alexander the Great, who called himself a Greek,
actually was a native of the non-Greek state of Macedon. The city of Rome was founded traditionally in the
year BCE. Slowly, Rome grew from a kingdom to a republic to a vast empire, which, at various points,
included most of present-day Britain a large part of Scotland never belonged to the empire , France then
known as Gaul , Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece, Turkey, Iraq, Palestine including the territory claimed today by
the modern state of Israel , Northern Arabia, Egypt, the Balkans, and the entire north coast of Africa. This
empire was maintained through free-born or adoptive citizenship, citizen education and indoctrination, a large
and well-drilled army, and taxes directed by a large bureaucracy directed by the emperor. As each province
produced more Roman citizens, the state became hard to maintain. Whole kingdoms in the north and east, and
the invading peoples we know as the Germanic tribes the Ostrogoths and Visigoths and the Franks sat apart
from the system. After the death of one emperor in CE, power struggles between the army and a succession of
rulers of contested origins produced anarchy. Diocletian - reinstated the Empire by Rome regained territory
until , when the Empire was so large that it had to be divided into two parts, each with a separate ruler. The
two halves sat uneasily together. The East, which considered itself the heir of Alexander the Great, spoke
Greek or a dialect, while the West spoke Latin. The Eastern Empire survived until , but the system to maintain
the Western Empire broke apart. Plagues and crop failures troubled the world. In , Germanic tribes deposed
the boy who was then the Emperor. Roman roads fell into disrepair, and travel became difficult. Some
memories remained in the lands which had once known Roman rule. The supreme rulers of various tribes
called themselves king, a distortion of the Roman word Caesar. Catholicism eventually spread through
England where the Germanic tribes of the Angles and the Saxons now lived and to the lands of the
post-Roman Germanic tribes. Among those tribes, the Franks rose to prominence. Charlemagne - , the King of
the Franks, conquered great portions of Europe. He eventually took control of Rome. The senate and the
political organs of Rome had disappeared, and Charlemagne did not pretend to become the head of the
Church. But prestige came with identity with the past, and so this trunk of lands became The Holy Roman
Empire. The result of political stability was technological advance. In addition to vellum, Europeans now
started making paper of rags or wood pulp. They also adopted the wind and water mill, the horse collar for
plows and for heavy weights , the moldboard plow, and other agricultural and technological advances. Towns
came into being, and then walled cities. More people survived, and the knights and kings over them grew
restive. Viking Exploration of North America Danish seamen, painted midth century. In the eighth century,
pushed from their homes in Scandinavia by war and population expansion, Norsemen, or Vikings, began
settling parts of the Faeroe, Shetland, and Orkney Islands in the North Atlantic. They went where ever treasure
was, trading as far as Byzantium and Kiev in the East. In the West they raided from Ireland and England down
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to the Italian peninsula, sailing into a port, seizing its gold, and murdering or enslaving its people before
fleeing. They began settling Iceland in approximately CE. A Viking called Erik the Red was accused of
murder and banished from his native Iceland in about Eric explored and later founded a settlement in a snowy
western island. Knowing that this bleak land would need many people to prosper, Eric returned to Iceland after
his exile had passed and coined the word "Greenland" to appeal to the overpopulated and treeless settlement of
Iceland. Eric returned to Greenland in and established two colonies with a population of nearly Leif Erikson,
son of Erik the Red, and other members of his family began exploration of the North American coast in He
landed in three places, in the third establishing a small settlement called Vinland. The site contains the remains
of eight Norse buildings, as well as a modern reproduction of a Norse longhouse. But the settlement in
Vinland was abandoned in struggles between the Vikings and the native inhabitants, whom the settlers called
Skraelingar. Bickering also broke out among the Norseman themselves. The settlement lasted less than two
years. The Vikings would make brief excursions to North America for the next years, though another attempt
at colonization was soon thwarted. By the thirteenth century, Iceland and Greenland had also entered a period
of decline during the "Little Ice Age. Yet the Vikings are now considered the true European discoverers of
North America. The influence of their people outlasted even the terrible raids, and their grandchildren became
kings and queens. For example, a branch of Viking descendants living in France, the Normans, conquered
England from the Anglo-Saxons in In the year sheep and cattle began to die of a contagious disease. Farmers
could not support the growing population. And then, in , some Genoese trading ships inadvertently brought a
new, invasive species of rat to Europe. These rats carried bubonic plague. Plague was also called the Black
Death, from the darkened skin left after death and from its deadly reach. It had three strands: The masses of
bacteria would flow through the human system, killing cells and leaving their refuse in lymph nodes in the
armpit, groin, and neck. These nodes would swell and turn black, creating bubos. Infection could also spread
into the lungs, so that a person might cough or sneeze the germ into the air. This created pneumonic plague,
spreading disease into spaces where people gathered and where rats dared not go. It also spread through
contamination of food. The last form of disease, and its most deadly, was septicemic. This attacked the blood,
leaving stretches of pale skin looking black, and killing the person within hours. Surviving laws of cities and
guilds regulate public cleanliness and penalize adulteration of food. They cannot show how strictly these laws
were applied. And they show no knowledge, of course, of germ theory and the need for sterilization. Older
systems such as the few public baths which remained from the days of colonial Rome were seen as sinful and
dangerous, invitations to the plague. The responses to plague can be seen in the records left by survivors -- one
third of the population of Europe died in repeated waves of disease -- and in the subsequent changes in
society. Airplanes and satellites show the foundations of plague-era towns which were emptied by the disease.
In just one square mile of pre-plague Europe there are reports of there being 50, people. Other families were
locked in by city authorities. This is the beginning of the modern system of quarantine. The Black Death
seemed erratic, sometimes taking people deemed good and pious, sometimes not. One priest or church prelate
might die, and another survive. And a living priest might give no aid to other survivors. Some critiques of the
Church which had become spread through most of Europe date from this era. Although some lands became
waste through lack of tilling, those people who survived grasped the property of those who had not. Europe
then had a land-based economic system. Rich people became richer. There began a labor shortage: The wages
of farm hands began to rise. In the surviving towns they needed people to guard the gates: Cities became more
powerful in the depleted lands, and authority grew more centralized. Towns, courts, and feudal manors had
their priests, monasteries and nunneries had their scriptora or libraries, and after the 11th century CE, a few
cities had Universities, schools to educate men to be high-ranking clerics, lawyers, or doctors. Where children
had schools, their parents paid a fee so that they might learn Latin, the language St. Jerome had used for his
translation of the Bible. Latin was the language of the Church. It was also learned, along with military tactics
and the rules of chivalry, by men who trained to be knights. A smattering of Latin was necessary, along with
Math, even for the elementary schools which sprang up in some cities. There both boys and girls were taught
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literacy and math, prerequisite for acceptance as an apprentice in many Guilds. Latin across Europe created a
European-wide culture: As in the Greek and Roman eras, only a minority of people went to school.
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His wife, Melody Bledsoe, 70, and their two great-grandchildren, James Roberts Jr., 5, and Emily Roberts, 4, were
among the six people who died as a massive wildfire scorched thousands of acres of.

Animal Crossing is a game where you play as a human living in a town full of animals. A game where
responsibility really shows, from helping out your neighbours and paying the debts of your house. When I first
heard about Animal Crossing I thought it was really stupid. The game looked like something a 7 year old
would play. I was about 13 when I discovered Animal Crossing so my opinion on a game like this would
make sense. One night while visiting my friend I saw that he had copy of Animal Crossing. I made fun of him
for owning the game, but he told me that he liked the game and he kept saying good things about it, but all I
did was laugh at him about how much he was praising it. We almost went into an argument over the game, but
before we did, my friend offered me a bet to play the game for a whole week. I assumed that he wanted me to
see why he loved it and expected me to enjoy it just as much as he did. I accepted his offer and went off home
to play the game. Only a week I got this game till. I started up the game and laughed right away at the title
screen for how "babyish" it looked. My brother even snickered at me when he took a look at the game. After
he left I just went ahead and I hit the start button and started playing the game. After spending a couple of
hours on it, it was not long until I got hooked onto the game. Hours became days, days became weeks, and
weeks became months. I had the game for two months, yes I did forget to return it to my friend. When I
visited my friend he mentioned about the game since he had forgotten that he lent it to me, I told him that I
was going to give it back to him but he was kind enough to let me keep it, I gave out a huge sigh of relief to
hear him say that. I spent about two years playing this game and I ended up hearing that it had a sequel
Animal Crossing: Wild World and it was already out. I was ready for this game and I even heard it was out for
the DS, which I already have. I ended up getting it as a gift for my 15th birthday, it was a gift I did not regret.
During my life I also bought Animal Crossing: I have mostly been waiting for the new Animal Crossing game
"New Leaf" since hearing about it back in E3 of It is one of the only games I wanted to get along with
Pokemon X and Y for So after saving my money I managed to get New Leaf and started a new and exciting
life. I started the game and I found myself sitting once again in a train. I sat there and saw a blue and white cat
walking up to me, it was Rover, I laughed at how many times people had to run into THIS guy before they got
into their town. Anyway, Rover did the usual Animal Crossing beginning steps; Ask for your name, ask what
your gender and asking what the name of my town is going to be. After sitting there thinking I finally came up
with a name; Everlast. That name came out of nowhere in my head and I liked it. Rover then proceeded to
show me some maps just to show how the layout of my town is going to look. After completing everything I
was told, we were arriving in my town. She and the other animals said "welcome" and the dog told me that I
was the new mayor of this town, funny how they think that the mayor they want just had to be a fucking
human of all things. We talked and I mostly told her that; "you got it wrong" and everything, but she just
ignored me and I just went with it. She showed me where the town hall was, so after I talked to her I headed
down there. I wanted to talk to the other animals but I needed to get this done as soon as possible. I exited the
Town Hall and proceeded to the Main Street. I saw a blue building on the left of the post office and as I
entered I saw a familiar face; Tom Nook. I talked to Tom about me being the mayor and I asked him for a
house, after the conversation he went outside with me into town to make a house. I told Tom that I wanted to
have my house built just in the middle of nowhere away from the other houses. Nook then set me up a yellow
tent and told me that my house would be built by tomorrow morning. I went off to Isabelle to tell her that I
finished what I was supposed to do. Isabelle asked me for my birthday and gave me an ID card, afterwards she
told me that I needed to head down to the "event plaza" for a ceremony. I arrived at the plaza to see a dirt area
and I was standing in front of Isabelle, once again we were surrounded by the animal neighbours. Isabelle
handed me a sapling and I planted it. Afterwards Isabelle left to do her original work and I was standing there
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in the plaza. I had nothing else to do so I went and talked to my animal neighbours. The neighbours I had were
one cat, two dogs, one eagle and a wolf. After talking to my nieghbours I went back to Tom. Tom told me that
I needed to pay my loan in order to pay for my house, the amount he wanted was 10, bells. He told me that I
could get this much money by doing the usual thing when starting out in Animal Crossing; shaking trees to
obtain the fruits, getting seashells, hunting bugs and fishing. I did this for about ten minutes and I manged to
make about 12, bells. I paid Tom the money and he told me that my house could now be made. Now that I
finally paid off the debt I turned off my game since it was nearly 11 at night and I had school the next
morning. I saved the game and went off to bed. I got into the game after I finished doing some homework for
school and as soon as I entered the game I saw that my house was finally made. It was small on the outside
and pretty damn small inside, also as I went inside the house, Isabelle came in behind me. She gave me a
wallpaper and gave me instructions on how to design the inside of my house and on using the camera. When
she was done, Isabelle headed off back to the Town Hall. I was left standing in my house and I went off to
hunt for some more bugs and fish just to be ready for my next loan for the house. I spent about two hours
catching bugs and fishing for fish. During those sessions I talked to my animal neighbours and I had to do
errands for them, mostly doing it to get free items for my house and for myself. Looking for bugs and fish I
managed to make up to 12, bells once again. I went off to see Tom and he told me that my next loan for the
house would be for about 39, bells. As I was done talking to Tom I went off to town to find my bugs and
fishes to make it up for the loan. I managed to make up about 9, bells from bugs and fishes and had about 21,
bells in total. Once again it was getting late and I had to get ready for school in the morning. I saved the game
and went off to bed for school. The online feature was something that really got my interest, it first came out
for Wild World and it was something I was really interested in at the time. Now the moment I got New Leaf I
had a good internet and I was ready to use the online feature on it, so I decided to have my town open just for
others to see. One night though while I was doing a assignment for an animal I got a notice about someone
that just entered my town. I stopped doing what I was doing and ran to the train station. Upon walking up to
the station I stopped and I saw someone. It was a guy. He was wearing a striped green shirt, his face was the
default face for the character and he was holding a slingshot. He stopped in front of one of my ponds and spun
around in place. I asked what he was doing in my town again. He stopped in place while he was spinning. He
looked at me. After I said that to him he once again ran away. He instantly stopped by a nearby river. He
looked at me and spun in place again. I started to laugh in real life. This guy was funny to watch. He dropped
about 22, bells below him, and he once again did a spin. The most money I usually made in the game is about
12, bells. With this much I was able to afford to pay the loan I have for the house. I just stood there watching
him as he still spun. I walked up to him and picked it up. Afterwards he ran away. While I was following him
he started bugging out. As soon as he said that he was gone. I assumed that he lost connection with my town. I
then just stood there in the place where he disconnected while other animals were walking around me with
shovels and fishing poles. I now had enough money to pay for my home thanks to this random person.
Afterwards, I ran to Nook to pay the debt. The next day as I exited out of my home I saw my mail box
flashing.
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Experimac Sandy Springs has sold and repaired more than Apple Macs, iPads and iPhones since March, , and
garnered nearly 5-Star reviews between Yelp!, Google+ and FaceBook. Come visit us for all your AppleÂ® needs!

Harper alone would add a handful of wins, but if he does come aboard, the Phils will still have work to do
before or after that signing. Britton would offer a unique look, as a lefty with a power sinker. Going from Pat
Neshek to Dominguez to Britton would offer the opponent three completely different styles and repertoires in
innings The Phillies would lock down plenty of leads. Nor do I love the idea of trading good young players
for the injury-prone James Paxton or Robbie Ray. Since , Happ is with a 3. Yates is also cost-controlled for a
low price. From a Phillies perspective, Yates seems like an overly optimistic return. Stammen, who you
probably remember from his seven seasons with the Nationals, is coming off his best year. He had a 2. Erlin, a
lefty, made 39 appearances, 12 starts, and exhibited tremendous control, walking just 12 batters in innings.
Sign Wilson Ramos If Harper comes aboard, it would likely mean Rhys Hoskins moves back to first base and
Carlos Santana plays more third base than anyone expected. Where else is there to improve? Ramos and
Yasmani Grandal are the top two catchers on the free-agent market. Both are coming off very good offensive
years and both have question marks. But both players will get decent offers because offense behind the plate is
at a premium. There just are not many catchers around the league who can hit. Ramos was awesome for the
Phillies The Phillies acquired him with 55 games left and he played 33, hitting. If they feel comfortable he can
reach plus plate appearances again in , they should bring him back. Subscribe to the At The Yard podcast:
Receive comprehensive coverage of your teams and stream the Flyers, Sixers and Phillies games easily on
your device. More on the Phillies.
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Mac Miller was found dead in his Studio City home earlier this month after a friend called The emergency call was
placed for a patient in cardiac arrest but the year-old was pronounced.

In his youth, he played football for Lourdes Celtic Football Club. Following that, he commenced a plumbing
apprenticeship. He won via technical knockout TKO in the first round. Following the fight, he turned
professional and was signed by the Irish Cage of Truth promotion. After McGregor won his second fight
against Mo Taylor , he made his featherweight debut in a loss via submission against Artemij Sitenkov. After
a victory at featherweight in his next bout against Stephen Bailey, McGregor contemplated a different career
path before his mother contacted his coach John Kavanagh and reinvigorated him to continue pursuing mixed
martial arts. Following this, during and , McGregor went on an eight-fight winning streak, [26] during which
he won both the CWFC Featherweight and Lightweight championships, making him the first European
professional mixed martial artist to hold titles in two divisions simultaneously. McGregor, repeatedly throwing
a counter left hand, found little success with his initial striking. After ascertaining that Brimage was
susceptible to a snap kick directed at his chest and chin, McGregor began to employ a looping left hand
uppercut , throwing every time Brimage would move forward into striking range. These uppercuts grounded
Brimage shortly after McGregor started to use them. The bout was stopped 1: Following the bout with
Holloway, an MRI scan revealed that McGregor had torn his anterior cruciate ligament ACL during the bout
and would require surgery, keeping him out of action for up to ten months. McGregor began the fight with a
signature spinning side kick, before finding his range and successfully landing various taekwondo kicks, and
left hand counters. Nonetheless, much of the fight was spent on the ground, as McGregor attained a takedown
1: When the fight returned to the feet in the third minute, McGregor began to employ his left hand cross , and
started to cut off the cage. The win earned McGregor his first "Performance of the Night" award. The finish
officially came at 1: If McGregor were to win the fight, he would face Aldo for the Featherweight
Championship later in McGregor kept distance by using side kicks to the legs of Siver, as well as wild
spinning wheel kicks and leaping roundhouse kicks. Siver, a capable Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu [53] and Judo [54]
practitioner, attempted three takedowns in the first round of the bout, but McGregor was able to avoid all three
attempts handily. Referee Herb Dean officially stopped the fight at 1: The win came via TKO. McGregor
made use of his eight-inch reach advantage [71] by throwing various taekwondo techniques at range, including
a multitude of spinning back kicks, and a roundhouse kick. After being hit with an elbow from Mendes,
McGregor attempted to escape back to his feet, suffering a striking combination as a result. The third and final
successful takedown for round 1 for Mendes occurred at 3: Mendes briefly attempted a topside guillotine in
the final half a minute of the round, but McGregor was able to roll out of the submission. After a successful
variety of boxing combinations, Mendes landed a takedown at 0: McGregor, remaining offensive on the
ground, landed a flurry of 7 elbow strikes to the head of Mendes from 2: With 10 seconds left in the round,
McGregor landed a jab-cross combination that sent Mendes to the canvas. A series of strikes delivered to the
grounded Mendes forced Herb Dean to step in and halt the bout at 4: To come in here and just to hear all the
support [at the weigh-ins] and today If he wants to come back, he can come back, but I swear to god his day
will come. This would be the second consecutive time McGregor would be scheduled to fight in Las Vegas in
the headlining match. During the customary staredown, both men needed to be separated from one another.
The final attendance for the event also broke the Nevada attendance record, with a live attendance figure of
16, Neither man performed the customary touch of gloves. As the bout began, both men rushed to the centre of
the cage. McGregor threw the first strike of the fight, a left cross which failed to connect. But as Aldo
attempted this combination, McGregor stepped back and countered with his own left hook. After delivering
two additional hammerfists to the grounded Aldo, John McCarthy halted the bout. The win over Aldo
extended his UFC win streak to 7 and overall win streak to But precision beats power, and timing beats speed.
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He was a phenomenal champion. We deserved to go a little longer. Cerrone 2 , between reigning champion
Rafael dos Anjos , and the 2 lightweight contender, Donald Cerrone. I will fight you in Brazil. I will go to
Ireland to fight you there. McGregor criticised his opponent on numerous occasions throughout the press
conference, stating "Rafael dos Anjos is a free TV fighter. He fights on free TV. I like the sound of that pound
title as well. I feel like I can take three gold belts. On 23 February, it was announced that dos Anjos was
withdrawing from the fight after breaking his foot. The first minute consisted of McGregor showcasing a
variety of kicks, before Diaz initiated a clinch, and forced McGregor to the cage. McGregor, aware that Diaz
would bring his head low after delivering a jab-cross combination, attempted to make use of a left uppercut,
with varied success. The final minute consisted of both men exchanging blows, before a slow body kick from
McGregor led to Diaz taking him down at 4: McGregor began to connect with significant combinations, until
Diaz clinched and pushed McGregor to the fence, at 1: After a combination of uppercuts from McGregor at 1:
After a 7-strike combination from McGregor, Diaz separated from the exchange and proceeded to land a
jab-cross combination at 2: A swarm of strikes, including a slap, followed this combination, Diaz landing with
great effectiveness until the initiation of another clinch, where Diaz landed 10 strikes. After the two
disengaged, McGregor returned fire with a barrage of 4 strikes, before being hit with two consecutive
jab-cross combinations. In an effort to avoid the assault, McGregor gave up his back, allowing Diaz to punch
his head into the crook of his arm, and secure a rear naked choke. McGregor tapped to the submission at 4: It
broke his winning streak of 15 consecutive wins, and was his first loss since November I respect Nate; he
came in, he took the fight on short notice, came in at , and done the job. He was efficient, I was not efficient.
That was it, I feel. We win some, we lose some. I will never shy away from a challenge. I will never shy away
from defeat. This is the fight business. McGregor is left handed and primarily fights out of the southpaw
stance , but often switches to an orthodox stance. He will frequently try to be the aggressor in his bouts.
Kavanagh recalls McGregor as "a game kind of boxer. He was very game. He loved to fight. But he was also
very strong â€” he could seriously bang. The bout was contested at super welterweight pounds with 8 oz. In
the post-fight, he revealed it was part of the game plan to let McGregor punch himself out in the early rounds.
McGregor was warned a few times through the fight for hitting behind the head, but no points were deducted
by referee Robert Byrd. By the fourth round, McGregor began to tire and breathe heavily with his mouth open.
Mayweather started to take control and landed with his right hands. For the next few rounds, McGregor came
out throwing shots in the opening 30 seconds, but immediately tired, giving Mayweather enough time to carry
on landing clean and winning the rounds. In round 9, McGregor had almost nothing left. Two of the judges
scored the round 10â€”8 to Mayweather. In round 10, Mayweather landed some hard shots which staggered
McGregor across the ring and had him heavily slopped against the ropes. After a few unanswered punches
with McGregor barely on his feet, the referee waved the fight off. The time of stoppage was 1 minute and 5
seconds of round Tonight, ladies and gentlemen, for sure I chose the right dance partner to dance with. Conor
McGregor, you are a hell of a champion. I owed them for the Pacquiao fight. This was far less than the
Mayweather vs. This also meant the fight generated more buys in the UK than Mayweather-Pacquiao which
took place in McGregor worked on the whiskey for over three years prior to the launch. The whiskey is
named after the Crumlin neighborhood, in Dublin 12 , in which McGregor grew up. McGregor is the founder
and owner of the company.
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Auguste de Montferrand (January 23, - July 10, ) was a French Classicism architect who worked primarily in Russia. His
two best known works are the Saint Isaac's Cathedral and the Alexander Column in St. Petersburg.

Click on the pictures to Enlarge. After taking the time yesterday to put on our Winter Bedding we were ready
for another cold night that was being forecasted. It turned out that the temperature never dropped below 70 F
21 C the entire night. We ended up sleeping more on top of the covers then under them. Before leaving our
Rain Gauge showed over an Inch. We were up shortly after 8: I was driving the Truck and Kathy was
following with the Car. The issue to check was the Regeneration of the Diesel Particulate Filer has not been
engaging which could cause it to plug up and leave us stranded by the roadside. Guardian Storage yard
flooding. Our next stop was to collect our Mail at Guardian Storage. Both Carrol and Wendy know that we
must be counting the days before we leave town and are excited for us. As we were heading away I recalled
going to Fasten-al across the road. We bought brand new Camping Chairs at Camping World last year but
because the desert stones are not always flat it has sheared the Crossbar Rivets. Today I found the same bolts
in a Number 8 Grade Bolt. These will never shear off again. Since we had to drive by Rose City Ford where
we purchased our Escape we stopped in to schedule its Oil Change before we leave. I also mentioned a few
other things we were never explained about the Car. They sent Dan the Salesman that sold us the vehicle out
in the Drizzling Rain to make the adjustments for us and to find out what the Keyless Entry Code was. Our
next stop was the Credit Union to get coins for our Laundry. We have an appointment for that. It was nearly
Tasty, Filling and Healthy. It was just before noon that I dropped Kathy off at the front door of the Windsor
Rehabilitation Center because it was still Raining. The Doctor had changed her medication which aggravated
her Ulcer causing her more discomfort. We talked about a number of different things and Vera appreciated
every second we could stay to visit but we had to say our Good-Byes shortly after 2: Just before we were
about to leave my Cell Phone started ringing. They had found an Error that was not allowing it to go into
Regeneration and once that was cleared it was working just fine. Hard to see that it is drizzling. The Rain was
still falling so it slowed traffic down as we crossed the city for the second time today. This time we had to wait
until 3: With the new On-Line Questionnaires that I was able to do this morning on my own Computer it took
less than Five Minutes to get processed. I was enjoying an OJ and Cookies by 3: Our next stop was easy
because we simply walked though the building because VitalAire and Canadian Blood Services share the same
building. Tiara had all our CPAP Supplies ready for us so within a few minutes we went back through the
building keeping dryer before getting out to the Car. Kathy had questions about a proposed Tuner Kit and
what its benefits would be along with the Approximate Cost. By the time everything was put away and we
settled in at our Computers it was 9: Before we could get out the door our daughter Karen was calling to say
the News Channel was showing a Funnel Cloud heading our way. Within minutes it was packed with people.
We closed the doors to the Washrooms and stayed in the Hallway. Spencer said he and his wife have lived
here for 16 years and this is the first time they have ever been warned to seek shelter. It was over an Hour later
when everyone started heading Home. That was when we all got soaking wet from the driving Rain that
suddenly flared up. Another day with over a dozen stops. Thank you for following along and feel free to leave
a comment. Be Safe and Enjoy!
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Conor Anthony McGregor (Irish: ConchÃºr AntÃ³in Mac GrÃ©agÃ³ir; born 14 July ) is an Irish professional mixed martial
artist and calendrierdelascience.com is the former Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC) featherweight and lightweight
champion.

Click on the pictures to Enlarge. That was surprising since we had the Windows open because our
Temperatures rose through the night. Knowing that the Alarm was again set made it feel like a Pretravel Night
where the anticipation is so great that we barely sleep. I was certain today we would be stuck making
numerous stops behind School Buses with their Flashing Lights. Traffic in both directions must stop when that
is happening to protect the children. We again lucked out because the Bus we were following was empty and
was heading back to the depot. Warm Cloudy Skies this morning. Being that others had not shown up for their
appointments they took us in immediately. The worst news we got was the Weather Forecast showing Colder
Temperatures with Precipitation Of White heading to our area before we are scheduled to leave. Everything is
Electronically Controlled today so the problem can hide itself before returning. With time on our hands we
went to walk around the newly renovated Walmart. We were impressed with a few things but not others. It
was nearly Kathy reads a lot of books and lucky for her the Park has a Book Exchange Library that gives her
a supply of fresh material. They sell gently used books at reasonable prices but to make it even better, if you
buy Four Books you get One Free. Kathy might have enough books to see her through the winter now. Clear
Cool Skies this afternoon. I wrote a while back how we bring our Medications and Vitamins from home when
we travel. Since we are leaving in four weeks we headed over to the Shoppers Drug Mart on Manning Road to
get the last of what we need. Even though it was costly today we saved a lot and we got a lot of points that we
can use to save money, even at the Grocery Store. Sanford with his new Toy. It has been a while but we had a
Gift to deliver. He never put it down the entire time we were there. When Greg came home from work Sanford
brought his new Toy to show him. We talked for a few minutes before heading out. It was only 4: We took our
time, enjoying our tasty meal but it was soon time to head out. We had brought our Jackets with us and by 5:
Tyler Black 87 We went to the Tecumseh Arena for 5: After being away from it for a year he found a league
that he could play in close to home. This league consists of Teenagers 16 and Older. Tyler seemed to play like
he always did but some of his team-mates forgot there is no I in team, which was a costly mistake. When we
arrived Home in the Park, we were so tired that we only brought in what was necessary and the rest can wait
until tomorrow. Thank you for following along and feel free to leave a comment. Be Safe and Enjoy!
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I finally arrived at Leafy and headed to his home, funny thing is that I had never seen his house when I visited the first
time, I was too busy exploring his town. When I got to his house I stopped in my place and took a look at his house, his
home was a mansion.

Family[ edit ] Montferrand was born in the parish of Chaillot , France now the 16th arrondissement of Paris.
Decades later, Montferrand admitted in his will that, although his father owned Montferrand estate, the title is
disputable "and if there is any doubt, I can accept other names, first of all Ricard, after my father".
Montferrand married Julia Mornais in The next year, he was again drafted into the Army when Allied troops
were approaching Dresden. Montferrand worked on a few unimportant jobs, spending three years performing
basic draftsmanship and seeking opportunities overseas. In , he was granted an audience with Alexander I of
Russia , and presented the Tsar with an album of his works. Petersburg, carrying a recommendation letter from
Abraham-Louis Breguet. On December 21, , he officially joined the Russian service. His first major project,
the Odessa Lycaeum , did not materialize due to financing problems. The fairgrounds were transferred to
Nizhny Novgorod , equipped with temporary wooden trade rows. Betancourt visited the site in and proposed a
six-million- rouble , four-year project to rebuild the Fair using stone. Alexander I approved it, at the expense
of halting the reconstruction of the Winter Palace Montferrand, as chief architect, reported to Betancourt, who
personally managed the project. Montferrand started with the two-story main administration building. This
traditional, neoclassical design was marked by custom column capitals with a caduceus motif. The fair itself
consisted of eight two-story corner blocks and 48 standard trade row buildings. Despite shortages in
manpower and material, the Fair opened in July Rectification work proceeded to and consumed a further 3. In
, Alexander I assigned Betancourt to find the architect who could rebuild the cathedral; Betancourt pointed at
Montferrand. Four original concepts, using as much of the old structure as possible, failed; the fifth was
approved in February The foundation work took five years. It took more than a decade to obtain the 48 granite
columns for the main portico. In the same time, bricklayers completed the main walls and vaulted ceilings.
Montferrand proposed an all-metal triple-dome system, where the middle conical dome carried the lightweight
interior and exterior frames. The dome, completed in , cost two million roubles less than originally estimated.
Montferrand managed artists such as Karl Briullov and his brothers, Peter Clodt , and Ivan Vitali , all under
close inspection by the State and Academy bureaucracies. The cost was estimated at 1. Petersburg, and
transported by barge. Montferrand selected the quarry contractor in March , in a bidding war that reduced the
column price from thousand to thousand roubles. By April , the carvers completed shaping it and started
blasting the path from the quarry to the loading bay. The barge loading nearly ended in a catastrophe. The
column broke through the ramp and threatened to roll over the barge; a team of workers managed to set it back
in place. Petersburg prepared the foundation and scaffolding; the cost estimate doubled to 2. Montferrand
summoned a total of 2, soldiers, officers, and professionals to erect the column, raising it safely on August 30,
He prepared five different designs for the building terminating the eastern side of the square, but the Guards
Corps building was awarded to Alexander Brullov. The Cathedral was built in â€” by Andrey Voronikhin with
temporary fittings. By , the plaster sculptures were falling apart, and a leaking roof threatened to destroy
frescoes and floors. Montferrand also supervised new fresco paintings The Four Evangelists. He lost the bid to
design the new iconostasis to young Konstantin Thon. The statues were made by Boris Orlovsky , and the
bases by Vasily Stasov. The foundation and base was started with leftovers from the St. The contract for the
equestrian statue was awarded to Peter Clodt. Clodt completed the model in the summer of Other projects
designed by Montferrand Project.
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And I did a big interview with Cliff Johnson of Fool's Errand fame for an article a few years back about his career and his
then-just-released-afteryears-development game A Fool and his Money. I may interview Cliff again as I write the chapter
(yes, he gets a whole chapter) about him.

Ball State lost on Homecoming. They started their drive near midfield before redshirt junior Riley Neal
connected with sophomore Justin Hall for a yard gain, setting the Cardinals up at the Neal subsequently
connected with redshirt junior Riley Miller in the end zone for the first score of the game. The Bobcats had a
solid drive going and found themselves at the Ball State 1-yard line as the clock expired in the first quarter.
Maleek Irons would punch it in to start the second to even the score at seven apiece. This was the start of eight
consecutive Bobcat scoring drives and seven straight Cardinal three-and-outs. Once the Bobcats found the end
zone, they simply kept rolling. A Cardinal fumble set Ohio up in great field position, and A. Ouellette finished
the job with a 9-yard touchdown. All eight plays gained yardage, and the drive was capped off by a 2-yard
plunge by quarterback Nathan Rourke. Ball State sent redshirt sophomore Drew Plitt out at quarterback for its
last drive of the first half, as it appeared as though Neal had injured himself on the previous possession. The
Bobcats used the sidelines as their friend, getting out-of-bounds on two separate downfield gains. On the first
play after a timeout, Rourke found Andrew Meyer for a touchdown with two seconds left in the half. Ohio
went into the locker room up with more offensive yards than the Cardinals. Rourke was once again the
beneficiary, running it in from three yards out. Following another Cardinal three-and-out, Ohio switched
quarterbacks, and Quinton Maxwell entered the game. On his first play, Maxwell connected with Meyer for a
yard gain. Ouellette broke a yard run to the end zone on the next play, extending the lead to The Bobcats once
again took advantage of the turnover, as Irons ran for his second score of the day, marking the eighth straight
Ohio drive resulting in points. Another three-and-out for Ball State brought out the remaining reserves for the
Bobcats, and a missed field goal attempt finally ended the scoring streak. Ball State at last reached the end
zone again late in the fourth quarter. Ohio ran down the remaining time on the clock and walked away with a
convincing victory. Ball State struggled to move the ball at all offensively. The Cardinals ended the day with
only yards and 11 first downs. The Bobcats only completed 12 passes, but they had six rushing touchdowns
and two players with yard rushing games. Contact Zach Piatt with comments at zapiatt bsu.
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